1* Preliminaries* In this section we review the basic concepts and result which are pertinent to this article. We have also added several examples to clarify the ideas. For proofs of the main theorems see [4] , [5] , [8] . For other related results see [6] , [7] , [9] . DEFINITION. A pair (X, ^), where ^ is a family of subsets of a nonempty set X, is called a category base if the nonempty sets in ^ called regions, satisfy the following axioms:
1. Every point of X belongs to some region; i.e., X-\J^. 2. Let A be a region and let £& be any nonempty family of disjoint regions which has power less than the power of ^. EXAMPLE ID. The family of all perfect sets in a complete separable metric space with no isolated points. It is the inclusion of this example which led to the cardinality restriction in Axiom 2.
With respect to a given category base (X, ^) we define the generalized Baire category concepts for subsets of X. DEFINITION. A set S is singular if every region contains a subregion which is disjoint from S. A countable union of singular sets is called meager set. A set which is not a meager set is called an abundant set. An abundant set whose complement is a meager set is called a comeager set.
NOTATION. The family of all sets which are meager with respect to a given category base (X, ^) will be denoted by THEOREM 
The intersection of any two regions either contains a region or it is a singular set.
EXAMPLE IE. If ^ is the family of all complements of finite subsets of an uncountable set then the singular sets, meager sets, and abundant sets coincide with the finite, countable, and uncountable sets, respectively. EXAMPLE IF. If (X, ^) is a topology then the singular, meager, and abundant sets are the nowhere dense sets, sets of the first category, and the sets of the second category, respectively. EXAMPLE lG. Let ^ denote the family of all measurable sets of positive measure in a σ-finite measure space (X, Szf, μ) and let μ denote the completion of μ. The families of singular sets and meager sets with respect to ^ are identical and coincide with the sets of /^-measure zero. The abundant sets coincide with the sets of positive μ-outer measure.
EXAMPLE lH. If ^ is the family of all perfect sets in a complete separable metric space with no isolated points then the families of singular sets and of meager sets are identical and coincide with the sets having Marczewski's property (s°2) (see [12] ). THEOREM 
The family of all singular sets forms an ideal and the family of all meager sets forms a σ-ideal.
ON PRODUCT BASES 107 DEFINITION. A set S is meager (abundant) in a region A if S Π A is meager (abundant). A set is abundant everywhere in a region A if it is abundant in every subregion of 4. A set is abundant everywhere if it is abundant in every region. THEOREM 
If S is abundant everywhere in a region A and A is abundant everywhere in a region B then S is abundant everywhere in B,
The most important theorem is the following generalization of the Banach Category Theorem.
FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM. Every abundant set is abundant everywhere in some region. COROLLARY 
If a set is abundant in a region A then it is abundant everywhere in some subregion of A.
In topology, a set S is defined to be locally of the first category at a point x if there is an open set G containing x such that S f)G is of the first category. This suggests the general definition that a set S be locally meager at a point x if there is a region A containing x such that S Π A is a meager set. This definition however is not satisfactory.
For example, if & is the family of all bounded, closed intervals on the real line then, according to this general definition, the closed unit interval [0, 1] would be locally ^-meager at the number 1, while the same set would not be locally ^-meager at the number 1 for the category base 3f consisting of all bounded, open intervals.
The definition which we have adopted is, in fact, equivalent to the above topological definition. DEFINITION. A set S is locally meager at a point x e X if in every region A containing x there is a subregion B containing x such that S Γ) B is a meager set. THEOREM 1.5. A necessary and sufficient condition that a set be meager is that it be locally meager at every point of X. DEFINITION. A set S has the Baire property if every region A has a subregion B in which either S or X -S is a meager set. Restated, S has the Baire property if there is no region in which both S and its complement are abundant everywhere.
NOTATION. The family of sets which have the Baire property with respect to (X, <&) will be denoted by EXAMPLE II. If (X, <af) is a topology then SS(^) is the family of sets which have the Baire property in the classical sense. EXAMPLE 1J. If (X, ^/, μ) is a ^-finite measure space and ^ is the family of all sets in j%f of positive measure then ^d( <^) is the family of all sets measurable with respect to the completion μ of the measure μ.
EXAMPLE IK. If X is a complete separable metric space with no isolated points and <& is the family of all perfect sets then S5(^) is the family of all Marczewski sets (i.e., the sets having the property (s) of Marczewski [12] 10 . Let (X, <g*) be a topology. Oxtoby has defined in [10] a family έ% of nonempty sets in ^ to be a pseudo-base if every nonempty set in ^ contains at least one member of ^. If ^ is a pseudo-base for & then (X, ^ U {X}) is a category base which is equivalent to (X, <^) . We shall say a topology (X, ^) has an equivalent pseudo-base & if there is a topology (X, ϋ?0 such that ^ is a pseudo-base for (X, 3ί) and (X, ^) is equivalent to (X, <£f If A Π (U?=i A) contains a set in ^ then there is an index i such that A n A is uncountable. If A and D t are either both closed intervals with rational endpoints or both sets of the form C Π I where / 6 J?, then their intersection will also be of the same common form and hence will be a set in ^. On the other hand, if A = [a, b] and Di ~ C Π I for some 1 e ^ or vice versa, then A Π A will contain a set of the form C Π J for some J e ^ Thus Axiom 2a is verified. Suppose now that A n (UΓ=i A) contains no set in ^. For each i, the set in A will then be countable. This implies that each of the sets A Π A contains at most two points. There will therefore be a set B e & which is contained in A and is disjoint from each of the sets D*. Thus Axiom 2b is also verified.
Let Y = [0, 1] and let
As is easily verified, £& is a category base satisfying CCC. The product family ^ x 3F also satisfies CCC, but it is not a category base.
], --be the sequence of intervals both of whose endpoints alone belong to C, and let B n = [0, 1] for each n = 0,1, 2,
. The family {A w x J3 n : w = 1, 2, •} is nonempty, disjoint subfamily of ^ x £& which has power less than the power of <& x 3f, the set ( In order to formulate a general theorem concerning the existence of product bases, we introduce the following property.
DEFINITION. Let (X, <g*) be a category base. For each cardinal number m we define the property P(trt): If Λ€ is a family of ^-regions which has power < m and C is a ^-region such that C f] M contains no ^-region for every Mε^f, then there exists a ^-region EaC which is disjoint from every region in
Note that in the case that ^ has power rrt, Axiom 2b is a consequence of the property P(m). Proof. Axiom 1 being obviously true, we have only to verify Axiom 2.
Let {A a x B a : ae 1} be a nonempty family of disjoint (^ x regions which has power less than the power of & x £gf (hence the index set I has power <m) and let A x B be any (^ x £^>region. Define Define The set # x F is a (<if x ^)-region and we have
J = {a e I: A f] A a contains no
and JPΠ ^α o ^ 0. In view of the definition of E and F, these relationships imply α 0 g J and <x 0 ί -S^ Consequently A Π A αo contains a ^-region and β n -B αo contains a ^-region.
We then conclude ( EXAMPLE 2E. If ^ and ί& are the families of all measurable sets of positive measure in σ-finite measure spaces (X, J^ μ) and (F, &, v) , respectively, then (X, ^) and (F, ^) are category bases each of which has the property P(Ki) an( i ^ x ^ satisfies CCC. By Theorem 2.2, (Ix7,?x 3!) is a product base. EXAMPLE 2F. Let (X, if) and (F, ^) both denote the perfect category base of all perfect linear sets which have positive Lebesgue measure in every neighborhood of each of their points. Using Theorem 2.2, we see that (I x ί, g 7 x 3f) is also a perfect, category base. However, although S3(^) and S3(^) both coincide with the family of all linear Lebesgue measurable sets, the family SS(^ x &) is not the same as the family of all sets measurable with respect to planar Lebesgue measure (i.e., all sets having the Baire property with respect to the perfect, category base if of all perfect, planar sets which have positive planar Lebesgue measure in every neighborhood of each of their points).
For, assume to the contrary that S3(<if x Ξf) = SS^). It then follows from Theorem 1.12 that the (^ x ^)-meager sets coincide with the sets of planar Lebesgue measure zero. Now, one can establish the existence of a planar Lebesgue measurable set E such that both E and its complement intersect every (^ x S r )-region in a set of positive, planar Lebesgue measure (cf. [1] ). Such a set E does not have the Baire property with respect to ^ x Si, since both E and its complement would be everywhere {fέ? x ^)-abundant. Therefore,
<β(^ x si) Φ as(gr).
We conclude from Corollary 1.13 that there exists a set which is (^ x iS^)-meager, but which is not Lebesgue measurable. The proof of the following theorem is straight-forward. THEOREM 
J/(Ix7,?x &) is a product base and E is any ^-region then (X x E, r <^ x 2$ E ) is also a product base. Moreover for every set S c X x E we have ( i ) S is (^ x £& E ysingular if and only if S is {fέ? x &)-singular.
(
ii) S is (^ x 2$ E )-meager if and only if S is (^ x ^)-meager.
(iii) S has the Baire property with respect to r έ? X 3ϊ E if and only if S has the Baire property with respect to & X 2$.
3* General properties* We assume throughout this section that (I x 7, r^ x Si) is a given product base. (Bx E)n(Sx T) = CB n S) x (J5 n Γ) = 0 .
Since B x E is a nonempty subset of ixfl, we have BaA and £cΰ. Because J5ΊΊ Γ ^ 0 we have BΓ)S = 0. Therefore, S in <£f-singular. Assume now that S is ^-singular. If A x D is any (^ x £&y region then there is a ^-region 5 c A such that ΰflS= 0 and consequently B x D is a (^ x ^)-region contained in i x ΰ with (Bxΰ)n(SxΓ) = 0, Thus, if S is ^-singular then S x Γ is x ^)-singular. Similarly, if T is ^-singular then S x T is x ϋ^)-singular. THEOREM 
If S is a ^-meager set then S x T is (^ x meager for any set T aY.
Proof. Use Theorem 3.1 and the equality U S n ) x T -U 0S» x Γ) . THEOREM 
// S has the Baire property with respect to <& and T has the Baire property with respect to &, then S x T has the Baire property with repect to c έ? x 2ϊ.
Proof. We first show SxΓ has the Baire property with respect to ^ x £gr.
Suppose AxD is any (^x ^)-region. Then there is a BaA such that S Π B or (X -S) Π B is if-meager. The (<af x region B x D is contained in A x D and, by Theorem 3.2, either (S r\ B) x D = (S xY) n (B x D)

or [d-S)ns]χΰ = [(X -S)xY]n(BxD) = [(X xY)-(Sx Y)] n(BxD)
is (^ x ^)-meager. Hence, Sx Γ has the Baire property with respect to ^ x £?. Similarly, XxT has the Baire property with respect to ^x&. The conclusion now follows from the equality S x T = (Sx7)n(Ix T) . THEOREM 
// (Ix7,?x &) and (Ix7,?x^) are 'product bases and (Y, 3f) is equivalent to (Y,&) then the (^ x meager sets coincide with the (^ x &)-meager sets.
Proof. Suppose first of all that S is a subset of I x Γ which is (^ x ^-singular.
We will show every (^ x g>region Ax E contains a (<if x g>region C x D such that (C x D) Π S is (<if x g> meager. If i? is gVmeager then it follows, upon interchanging coordinates in Theorem 3.2, that A x E is (^ x g^-meager and hence so also is (A x E) n S. Thus, we have only to consider the case where E is gf-abundant.
The ^-region E being g^-abundant, it follows from our hypothesis that E is ^-abundant. By the Fundamental Theorem, E is £&-abundant everywhere in some ^-region B. Since S is (^ x ^)-singular, there is a (^ x <£^>region C x Fa Ax B such that (Cx jF)ns= 0.
Because i? is ^-abundant everywhere in 5, the ^-region F, which is contained in 5, is a ^-abundant set which has the Baire property with respect to £&. Our hypothesis implies F is an g 7 -abundant set which has the Baire property with respect to g 7 . Hence there is an ^-region D such that D -F is g^-meager. From the inclusion we obtain
The set 15 -F being g'-meager, C x (D -F) is (<if x g")-meager by Theorem 3.2. Consequently (C x D) f] S is (^ x if )-meager, as we wished to show.
From the property established and the Fundamental Theorem we see that, if S is (^ x ^)-singular then S is (^ x g")-meager. Therefore, if S is (^ x ^)-meager then S is a (^ x g^-meager set.
Similarly, every (^ x g>meager set is (^ x ^)-meager. Thus, the (^ x ^)-meager sets are the same as the (^ x g")-meager sets. COROLLARY Although the family of all open intervals with rational endpoints is not a pseudo-base for (X, i5^), it is a countable quasi-base for (X, EXAMPLE 4B. Let m denote an uncountable cardinal number, let θ be the smallest ordinal number of power m, and let X denote the set of all ordinal numbers a < θ. The family & consisting of ψ, X, and all open rays {β e X: β > a}, where a e X, is a topology in which the singular sets coincide with the sets S of power < m. In the case that m is a regular cardinal number, every meager set is a singular set and, although (X, ^) has no countable pseudo-base, & § = {X} is a countable quasi-base for &*.
// (X, &) and (Y, &) are topologies, & is a pseudo-base for £&, B Q is a fixed set in &, and then the (^ x 2&)-meager sets coincide with the (^x^)-meager sets.
EXAMPLY 4C. Let X be an uncountable set and let ^ be the cofinite topology consisting of φ, X, and all complements of finite subsets of X. In the case that X is the set of all countable ordinal numbers, the cofinite topology is equivalent to the topology in Example 4B.
As is easily seen, & = {X} is a countable quasi-base for {X, <&). However, not only does {X, <£*) have no countable pseudo-base, but it also has no equivalent, countable pseudo-base.
For, suppose
is any nonempty, countable family of subsets of X such that <S$ is a pseudo-base which is equivalent to (X, ^). Setting g 7 = & U {X}, we have (X, g 7 ) is equivalent to (X, ^). This equivalence, in conjunction with Corollary 1.9, implies every set in & is either countable or its complement is countable. In addition, the g^-meager sets coincide with the countable subsets of X. Let^o
The family ^ is clearly nonempty and Π &* is the complement of a countable set. Choose a point x 0 e f] & 0 . The singleton set {x 0 } is obviously an gf-singular set. Consequently, for each ^-region B k e t here is an g'-region C k e& such that C k aB k and x 0 £ C k . Each of the sets C k does not belong to ^ and accordingly must be countable. Now, the set S = X -{x 0 } is g^-abundant. Applying the Fundamental Theorem, S is g^-abundant everywhere in some g^-region B kQ e^.
As B ko is thus g'-abundant, we have B ko e^? 0 . The g 7 -region C ko being a subregion of B kQ , the set S f] C ko is g"-abundant. But this is impossible, since C ko is an g'-meager set. Proof. Let & be a countable quasi-base for (X, <&) and assume to the contrary that there are uncountably many disjoint abundant regions. Then there exists a region ΰe^ and two disjoint abundant regions A and C each of which is abundant everywhere in B. According to Theorem 1.1, there is a region DaAf]B.
Since C is abundant everywhere in B and D is a subregion of B, the set C Π -D must be abundant. But CΓ\D = 0 is a meager set. Thus, we have reached a contradiction. Proof. Let (X, &*) be a category base which has a countable quasi-base &. It will suffice to show that for any ^-region A, the category base (A, ^A) is separable.
If A is ^-meager then every subset of A is ^-meager and the empty family is a countable quasi-base for C^A . Assume therefore that A is ^-abundant.
The family
is a nonempty, countable family of ^-regions. Applying Theorem 1.1, for each Be J^ we choose a ^-region Ccifl B. The countable family t j%? of ^-regions C thus chosen will be a quasi-base for <g* Λ .
For, if S is any '^-abundant subset of A then S is ^-abundant. Since ^ is a quasi-base for (X, ^), there is a ^-region Be& such that S is ^-abundant everwhere in JS. The set Af]B is then <g : 7 -abundant and consequently there is a ^-region Cej/ such that Ccifl5. The set S being ^-abundant everywhere in B, it is alsô -abundant everywhere in C. Hence, S is ^-abundant everywhere in C.
JOHN C. MORGAN II
REMARK. The discrete topology on an uncountable set X is an example of a locally separable category base which is not separable, as is also the equivalent category base ^ = {{x}:xeX}. Proof. Let £$ be a countable quasi-base for £ §^. We shall first consider the special case that S is (<g^ x .^-singular. Let
M = {xeX: S x is ^-abundant}
and assume to the contrary that M is ^-abundant. Since & is countable, there is a set ΰe.^ and a ^-abundant set NczM such that, for every x e N, the set S x is ^-abundant everywhere in B.
By the Fundamental Theorem, N is ^-abundant everywhere in somê -region A. The set A x B is then a (^ x £^)-region. Suppose now that C x D is any (^ x i^)-region contained in A x B. Since N is ^-abundant everywhere in A, the set N Γ) C iŝ -abundant. Choose a point xeNπC Then S x is ^-abundant in D. Choose a point y e S x π D. We then have (x, y)e(C x D) Π S. Thus, for every (^ x ^)-region CxDaAxBwe have (C x £&) Π S =5^ 0. But this implies S is not (^ x ^0-singular. Therefore, M must be a ^-meager set and the theorem is verified in the case that S is (^ x £^0-singular.
The validity of the theorem in the general case that S is (^ x ^)-meager is a simple consequence of this specical case and the equality where <S W >^= 1 is a sequence of (^ x ^)-singular sets. Proof Suppose S has the Baire property with respect to <& x &f and assume to the contrary that S is (<g* x ^)-abundant. By the Fundamental Theorem, S is (^ x £^)-abundant everywhere in a (^ x ϋ^)-region 4x5. Since Ax B is (<g^x ^)-abundant, it follows from Theorem 3.2 that A is ^-abundant and B is ϋ^-abundant.
According to Theorem 1.7, the set T = (A x B) -S is (<gf x &)-meager. Applying Theorem 5.1, there is a ^-meager set M such that Ts is ϋ^-meager for all x e X-M. The set A being ^-abundant, JP* is ^-meager for all x belonging to the ^-abundant set A -M. From the inclusion (Ax B) -TaS we obtain B -T x aS x for all xeA -M. As JS is ^-abundant, the set S x is ^-abundant for all xeA -M. This however contradicts the hypothesized existence of the ^-meager set P.
REMARK. This theorem is not valid for arbitrary sets S. For example, let X denote the set of all countable ordinal numbers with the usual well-ordering and let ^ be the topology consisting of φ, X, and all open rays {βeX: β > a}, where a e X. Then (X x X, & x is a product base in which every (^ x ^)-meager set is (^ x singular. If S = {(α, a):aeX} is the diagonal in X x X then every section of S is ^-singular, but S is not (^ x ^-meager. THEOREM 
Assume at least one of the bases (X, ^) and (Y, &) is locally separable. If SdX and TaY then S x T is x 3t)-meager if and only if S is ^-meager or T is ^-meager.
Proof. Suppose (Γ, &) is locally separable, S x T is (^ x meager, and S is ^-abundant.
Let y be any point in Y and let D be any ^-region containing y. Then there is a ^-region EczD such that yeE and (E, 2f E ) is separable. The set S x (Tf)E) is (^ x ^)-meager and, as is easily verified, it is also (^ x i^)-meager. By Theorem 5.1, there is a point xeS such that
is a .^-meager set. Consequently, T Π E is ^-meager. From Theorem 1.5 we see that T is ^-meager. Thus, if S x T is (if x ^> meager then either £ is ^-meager or T is ϋ^-meager. As established in Theorem 3.2, the converse is also true.
Using Corollary 3.5 we obtain the following consequence of Theorem 5.3 which was established by Oxtoby. From this theorem it is a simple matter to derive the following. Proof. Assume S x T has the Baire property with respect tô x &, S is ^-abundant, and T is ^-abundant. We have to show S has the Baire property with respect to <£* and T has the Baire property with respect to &f.
Let A be any ^-region in which S is ^-abundant everywhere and let B be any ^-region in which T is ^-abundant everywhere. By means of Theorem 5.3 we see that S x T is (^ x ϋ?>abundant everywhere in the (^ x ^)-region A x J3. Since S x T has the Baire property, the set
is (^ x ^O-meager. The two subsets
of this set are then also (^ x ^)-meager.
Since T Π B is ^r-abundant and Sn A is ^-abundant, it follows from Theorem 5.3 that (X ~ S)ΠA is ^-meager and (Y -T)Γ\B is ^-meager. Therefore, S has the Baire property with respect to ^ and T has the Baire property with respect to 3ϊ.
We thus see that if S x T has the Baire property with respect to c^ x 2? then either both S and T have the Baire property or one of the sets S and T is meager. The converse of this is a consequence of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. The set S = T d (C x E) being a (if x ^)-meager subset of C x S, it is also (^ x ^)-meager. Applying Theorem 5.1, there is a ^-meager set Λf such that S x is i^-meager for all x e X -M. Since C is ^-abundant, there is a point x eC -M and is ϋ^-meager. Now, T being the complement of the graph of /, ON PRODUCT BASES 125 the set T x differs from Y by only a single point; namely, the point (x, f(x) ). Consequently, T x is a ^-comeager set. As T x f]E is £& Emeager, hence also ^-meager, and T x is ϋ^-comeager, E must be â -meager set. Proof. Let z be any point of 1x7 and let A x B be any x £^>region containing z. Then there is a ϋ^-region EdB such that z e A x E and (E 9 & E ) is separable. According to Theorem 2.3, (X x E, <& x &f E ) is a product base.
Since Γ(f) has the Baire property with respect to ^ x &, the set
S -Γ(/) Π (A x £7)
has the Baire property with respect to ^ x ^ Hence, S has the Baire property with respect to ^ x ^.. For every point x e X,
S x = [Γ(F)] X n (A x #),
consists of at most one point and hence is i^-meager. Applying Theorem 5.2, we see that S is (^ x ϋ^)-meager. Consequently, S is (^ x ^)-meager.
We have thus shown that if z is any point of 1x7 then every (^ x ^)-region containing 3 has a (^ x ^O-subregion containing z in which Γ(/) is (^ x ^)-meager. We conclude from Theorem 1.5 that Γ(f) is a (^ x ^)-meager set.
